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                                            TÀI LIỆU ÔN THI TIẾNG ANH 10 HỌC KỲ 2 

Test 1 

 

I. Choose the word in each group that has the underlined part pronounded differently from the rest. 

Câu 1 a.  dear                           b. clear                         c.  year                        d.bear 

Câu 2 a. wear                           b. where                        c. pair                         d. here  

Câu 3 a. casual                         b. floor                         c. usually                     d. poor  

Câu 4 a. heavy                         b. weather                     c. ideal                        d. jealous  

Câu 5 a. four                            b. course                       c. tour                          d. pour  

II. There is a mistake in the four underlined parts of each sentence. Find the mistake (A, B, C or D)  

Câu  6 If you sold your (A) house, you didn't (B)get much (C) money for it (D) 

Câu 7 The (A) government should done (B) more to help (C) homeless  (D)people  

Câu  8 What would you do (A)if you have (B) change to travel  (C) in the submarine (D)? 

Câu 9 Do (A)you think (B)  ought apply (C)  for (D) this job ? 

Câu 10 If modern technology (A)didn't exist(B), we will (C) never have these (D) precious pictures  

III. Choose the best answer to complete of the following senteces. 

Câu 11 The prefix sub in the word submarine means ........... 

a. none                          b. under                        c. again                          d. above  

Câu 12 The UK is divided .......... Four parts: English, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland 

a. into                           b. between                   c. for                               d. among  

Câu 13 Carnivores are animals which ......... 

a. live on the bottom    b. eat meat                   c. eat plants                    d. swim very fast  

Câu 14 If I ....... you, I wouldn't buy that coat  

a. would be                   b. were                          c. am                            d. was  

Câu 15You ...... to go to bed late  

a. mustn't                       b. shouldn't                 c. oughtn't  

Câu 16 The shrimp is a kind of .......... 

a. krill                           b. fish                           c. plant                          d. mammal  

Câu 17 The sea is polluted, which .......... sea plants and animals  

a. endangers                b. dangerous                  c. dangers                    d. dangerously  

Câu 18 Tam......... more if he ..... more time 

a. would read - has                 b. will read -had              c. would read - had                    d. read - had  

Câu 19 I think you ............ aplogize for you're your behaviour  

a. shall                          b. have                         c. should                        d. ought  

Câu  20 Sperm whale populations are now ........... risk due to hunting  

a. in                              b. by                             c. of                               d. at  

Câu  21 The starfish lives on or depend .......... the bottom 

a. of                             b. in                             c. for                              d. on  

Câu 22 Whales, seals are examples of  ........... animals  

a. river                        b. tiny                          c. marine                        d. land  

Câu 23 The life ......... of sperm whale can be up to seventy years  

a. distance                    b. period                        c. length                       d. span  

Câu 24I wonder where Mai is. She should .......... here by now  

a. being                        b. to be                           c. have seen                 d. be  

Câu 25  
If I didn't want to go to the party, I ........ go  
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a. didn't                      b. won't                           c. don't                         d. wouldn't  

IV. Read the passage below and choose one correct answer for each question  

People have been hunting whales for at least a thousand years, and there were no real problems until the 20th 

century. What happened was that fishing technology became much more efficient and the ships were much 

faster, so more and more whales were caught. It the 1960s the main whaling countries were killing more than 

sixty thousand whales a year, and everyone began to realize that something had to be done. It was 

environmental groups like Greenpeace that really made things change. They set up out to make people aware of 

the fact the whales were fast becoming extinct. But even now we don't know if all this interest has come too 

late. Let's take the great blue whale for example, which at thirty to forty metres long is the biggest animal there 

has ever been - now there are perhaps about two thousand or so left. In fact they have been protected for quite a 

long time, but there is still no sign that the population is growing.  

Câu  26 How long have people been hunting whales ? 

a. since the 1960s                                              b. for nearly 200 years  

c. since the 20th century                                   d. for over 2000 years  

Câu 27 The twentieth century has bought many dangers to whales due to ......... 

a. longer nets                                                     b. improved methods of technology & faster ships  

c. improved methods of technology                 d. faster ships  

Câu 28 What makes people aware of the fact that whales were fast becoming extinct ? 
a. Main whaling countries                                b. International agreement  

c. Greenpeace                                                   d. Evironmental groups  

Câu 29 Approximately how many blue whales are there on earth now ? 
a. 30,000                      b. 40,000                       c. 2000                          d. 60,000  

Câu  30 Which of the following statements is Not true about blue whales ? 

a. They have been protected for quite a long time            b. They can grow up to forty metres long  

c. They are the biggest animals on earth                          d. Their population is growing fast  

V. Rewrite the sentences with the words given: 

Câu  31 I have to work tomorrow evening, so I can't meet you  

If I didn't have to work tomorrow evening, I would meet you  

Câu 32 Paul has get up early in the morning.  

He should set his alarm clock  

Câu 33 If I knew her telephone number, I would give her a ring 

I don't give her a ring because I don't know her telephone number  

Câu 34 You should clean this room everey day 

This room should be cleaned everyday  

Câu 35 People know that some whales move into warm waters to give birth 

Some whales are known to move into warm waters to give birth  

Test 2 
I. Read the passage below and choose one correct answer for each question 

Many people still believe that natural resources will never be used up. Actually, the world's energy resources 

are limited. No body knows exactly how much fuel is left. However, we also should use them economically and 

try to find out alternative sources of power. According to Professor Marvin Burnham of the New England 

Institude of Technology, we have to start conserving coal, oil and gas before it is too late; and nuclear power is 

the only alternative. 

   However, many people don't approve of using nuclear power because it is very dangerours. What would 

happen if there were a serious nuclear accident ? Radioactivity causes cancer and may badly affect the future 

generations. 

The most effective thing is that we should use natural resources as economical as possible 

1. According to the passage, using nuclear power is ................ 

a. dangerous                 b. interesting                  c. safe                             d. cheap  
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2. Radioactivity from nuclear power ...................... 

a. the future generations do nothing with it          b. alters   a new kind of energy  

c. are necessary to cure diseases                        d. causes cancer and has bad effect on the future generations  

3. How much fuel is left ? 

a. No one know exactly                                     b. Let's use it as much as we would like  

c. It will never be used up                                 d. There is a lot of fuel  

4. We should use coal, oil and gas ................. 

a. as economically as possible       b. carelessly c. as much as possible        d. all are incorrect  

5. According to Professor Marvin Burnham, ................. 

a. Nuclear power is the only alternative coal, oil and gas and we have to conserve it. 

b. Coal, oil and gas are unlimited. 

c. We have to conserve coal, oil and gas.   

d. We have to conserve nuclear power.  

II. Choose the word in each group that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest  

6. a. bomb                        b. comb                          c. climb                        d. about     

7. a. disease                      b. threaten                     c. feature                       d. sea   

8. a. cleaned                     b. stopped                      c. played                       d. prepared       

9. a.  bulb                         b.  tomb                          c. black                        d.  cab 

10. a. pubs                        b. caps                            c. cooks                        d. cuts  

III. Choose the best answer to complete each of the following sentences. 

11. Many animals are ........... for their fur or other valuable parts of their bodies 

a. dying                        b. killing                       c. killed                        d. died  

12. Wildlife all over the world is in ................ 

a. death                          b. danger                     c. threat                         d. risk  

13. This scientific theory .......... to be false 

a. has now been proving            b. has now to be proved            c. has now proved       d. has now been proved  

14. Hydroelectric dams in  Vietnam have provided power ..........  million of homes and businesses. 

a. with                          b. to                               c. of                              d. for  

15. Many plants and animals can be used as medicine .......... cancer, AIDS and other sicknesses.  

a. against                      b. by                              c. with                           d. for  

16. The ..........of forest is destroying the earth's plants and animals  

a. lost                            b. lose                           c. loose                         d. loss  

17. Without plants, most water would ........... as soon as it falls  

a. run by                       b. run after                     c. run away                  d. run off  

18. About 5000 species of plants and animals ............ each year  

a. are already been eliminating                          b. has already been eliminated  

c. are  eliminated                                               d. have already eliminated  

19. We can't clean up our .......... rivers and seas overnight 

a. polluting                    b. pollute                     c. pollution                     d. polluted  

20. Many laws .............. in nature's defence  

a. were being passed                   b. are passing                     c. are passed                        d. have passed  

21. Water ............ most of the earth's surface  

a. is covering                b. being covered            c. covers                       d. is covered  

22. The situation is serious. Something .......... before it's too late  

a. must be doing           b. must do                     c. must have done        d. must be done  

23. We managed to climb over the wall without ........... 

a. being seen                   b. to see                        c. to be seen                  d. seeing  

24. John Aspinal is famous for his progrmame of  breading ............... 

a. dangerous                  b. dangered                  c. endangered               d. dangerously  
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25. The earth is being ........... and the future looks bad  

a. threatened                  b. threat                       c. threatening                 d. threaten  

IV. Choose is a mistake in the four underlined parts of each sentence. Find the mistake (A, B,C or D) 

26. Have (A) the students be told (B)  about the changes (C) of their timetable yet (D)? 

27. Campers must be used (A) earth to put (B)  out their (C) campfire completely (D) 

28. Man and most (A) animals need a constantly (B) supply of (C) water to live (D) 

29. Modern zoos (A) want to see (B)  as places where (C) rare animals can develop( 

30. These trees  (A)  grown (B)  well (C) on this soil (D) 

V.  Rewrite the sentences with the words given: 
31. Someone was cleaning the room when I arrived  

      When I arrived, the room was being cleaned   

32. People must not leave bicycles in the hall  

  Bicycles must not be left in the hall      

  

33. They haven't stamped the letter  

      The letter hasn't been stamped                          

34. I don't like people telling me what to do 

      I don't like being told what to do      

35. Dangerous driving causes many accidents    

      Many activities are caused by dangerous driving     

Test 3 
I. Choose the word in each group that has the underlined part pronounded differently from the rest  

1. a.  cooked                     b.  stopped                     c.  watered                    d.  finished 

2. a. spend                        b. invader                      c. soldier                        d. destroy       

3. a. plant                          b. contain                      c. toxic                          d. nature      

4. a. animals                      b. tourists                    c. depends                     d. seasons      

5. a. moved                       b. missed                      c. called                        d. played       

II.Choose is a mistake in the four underlined parts of each sentence. Find the mistake (A, B,C or D) 

6. I had gone (A) to see you (B) if I'd known (C) that you were ill(D) 

7. If Mr.Black weren't (A) late every day(B) , he wouldn't (C) have lost (D) his job  

8. We wouldn't have enjoyed (A) that party because (B) it was (C) very long  

9. My sister has (A) been ill from (B) yesterday and I have (C) to look after (D) her . 

10. If I were (A) you, I would have forgotten (B) about buying (C) a new car(D) 

III. Read the passage below and choose one correct answer for each question  

   Parks in our country are wonderful playgrounds and millions of people visit them every year. There are places 

where you can camp without  charge or you can rent a room in a hotel. You can take long walks in the forests, 

take boat trips, or climb mountains. You are not allowed to hunt in the parks, so there are many wild animals. 

You can fish in the streams of most of the parks. The park keepers sometimes go with the visitors on walks to 

tell them about the animals, plants, and mountains. They also have programmes and talks at the compgrounds 

and in the hotels so that people many learn all about the park and the things that are in it. 

11. The word " them" in line 5 refers to .................. 

a. animals                    b. visitors                       c. parks                         d. park keepers  

12. Which of the following statements is Not true ? 

a. We can walk and have talks with the park keepers  

b. We can hunt in the parks  

c. We are allowed to fish in most of the parks  

d. There are many animals in the park  

13. We can camp in the parks .................. 

a. if we rent a room in a hotel                             b. with a small fee  
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c. without having to pay anything                   d. it we visit them every year  

14. Which of the following activities is not mentioned in the passage ? 

a. go climbing               b. go by boat                 c. go for a walk            d. go skiing  

15. The boad " streams" in line 4 is cloest in meaning to ............. 

a. small rivers               b. lakes                         c. ponds                         d. big seas  

IV. Rewrite the following sentences with the given words. 
16. He didn't work hard, so he failed the exam  

      He would have passed the exam if he had worked hard  

17. If I had your address, I would have sent you a present  

      I didn't send you a present because I didn't have your address        

18. I was tired because I stayed up late last night  

     If I had not stayed up late last night, I would not have been tired   

19. You wouldn't have made many mistakes if you had been careful 

     You weren't  careful , so you made many mistakes because   

20. You didn't do as I told you, that's why you didn't succeed  

      If you had done as I told you, you would have succeeded  

    

V. Choose the best answer to complete each of the following senteces. 

21. We were very ..........at his success  

a. fond                          b. surprised                    c. interested                  d. keen  

22. If Lien ........ a raincoat, she wouldn't have got a cold  

a. has worn                    b. had worn                  c. wears                         d. wore  

23. My home village is .......... 40 kilometers north of the capital  

a. surrounded                b. held                           c. located                       d. laid  

24. There is large ........... of animals that live in Nairobi National Park 

a. vary                           b. various                      c. variety                       d. varied  

25. One species is dependent ........... another for survival 

a. at                              b. of                               c. on                               d. to  

26. We ..........to the beach yesterday if she sun had been shining  

a. would have gone       b. had gone                   c. will go                      d. would go  

27. Cuc phuong National Park ..........over 200 square kilometers of rainforest 

a. hold                          b. contains                     c. gets                            d. covers  

28. If I .............that Huong had to get up early, I ..........her up  

a. had known - would have waken                     b. knew - would wake  

c. knew - woke                                                   d. would have known - had woken  

29. We can go to the National Park to learn about the different ..........of animals and plants  

a. types                          b. species                       c. sorts                          d. means  

30. Lots of abandoned animals ..........of in the Orphanage  

a. care taken                  b. are taking care          c. are taken care            d. take care  

31. If he ........up earlier, he ........to work on time  

a. had got - would get                                        b. would get - got  

c. would have got - had got                               d. got - would get  

32. Everglades  National Park in the USA has plants and animals from .........tropical and temperate zones  

a. both                          b. among                       c. either                         d. between  

33. There are toxic level of ..........in the water of this lake  

a. chemists                    b. chemics                    c. chemicals                  d. chemistry  

34. The ........has threatened many of the animals in this park  

a. population                 b. remain                      c. contamination           d. increase  

35. They .......the farm if they ........enough money  
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a. enlarged - would have                                    b. would enlarge - had had  

c. would have enlarged - had had                    d. had enlarged -would have had  

Test 4.  
I. Choose the word in each group that has the underlined part pronounded differently from the rest  
Câu 1 a. musical     b. preserve      c. decision     d. visitor       

Câu  2 a. sell    b. sometimes  c. university   d. sugar      

Câu  3 a. special   b. confucian    c. ocean        d. century  

Câu  4 a. chamber  b. machine    c. chinese   d. merchant    

II.Rewrite the following sentences with the given words. 

Câu 5 This is the most delicious cake I’ve ever tasted. 

        I’ve never tasted a more delicious cake than this one/ cake 
Câu 6 I’ve never met any more dependable person than George. 

        George is the most dependable person I’ve ever met  

Câu 7. There is no better teacher in this school than Mr John. 

        Mr John is the best teacher in this school  

Câu 8 I can’t cook as well as my mother.   

    My mother can cook better than me/ I do.  

Câu 9The weather wasn’t good yesterday. We still went on a picnic.  

        Although the weather wasn’t good yesterday, we still went on a picnic.  

Câu 10. Marie called me last night. I met her at the party. (Using: ) 

Marie, whom/who I met  at the party, called me last night.  

III. Choose the best answer to complete each of the following sentences.  

Câu 11  It's ........ to go by bus than by car  

a. more cheap  b. cheapest  c. more cheaper  d. cheaper  

Câu 12 Let me know if you hear any ........news ? 

a. farer  b. father  c. further  d. farther  

Câu 13The new television tower is twice ..........the old one  

a. higher than  b. highest  c. highest  as  d. as high as  

Câu 14 This building is a historical ............in our town  

a. view  b. period  c. context  d. relic  

Câu 15 Quoc Tu Giam was .........on the grounds of Van Mieu in 1076 

a. developed  b. pushed  c. established  d. formed  

Câu 16 Historical places in Hoi an ..........great interests from visitors  

a. attract  b. hold  c. appeal  d. like  

Câu 17 The museum is ........of the two buildings  

a. the taller  b. tallest  c. taller  d. the tallest  

Câu 18 That house is ..........one on the street 

a. oldest  b. the oldest  c. the eldest  d. eldest  

Câu 19 Minh ran ..........his brother, Thanh  

a. so slowly as  b. more slowly than  c. slowlier  d. as slow as  

Câu 20 This architecture is a ............of our city  

a. proud  b. want  c. thank  d. pride  

Câu 21 The .........of President Ho Chi Minh's Mausoleum took place from 1973 to 1975 

a. contruction  b. contructal  c. construcion  d. constructment  

Câu 22 Hoi an ..........an important trading centre in Southeast Asia  

a. use to be  b. used to be  c. was used to be  d. used to being  

Câu 23 This is .......hotel we have ever stayed at  

a. most mordernest  b. the most modern c. the more modern d. modernest  

Câu 24 About 100 thousand Australian visitors ..........in Vietnam in 2003 
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a. came  b. went  c. arrived  d. reached  

Câu 25The buildings in your city are ......than mine  

a. longer  b. taller  c. wider  d. deeper  

IV. There is a mistake in the four underlined parts of each sentence. Find the mistakes(A,B, C or D) 

Câu 26 Our hotel is the cheapest (A) than all (B) the others (C) in the town (D) 

Câu 27 This is one of (A) the baddest (B) film I've (C) ever seen (D) 

Câu 28 Hoa didn't (A) as better (B) in the exam as (C)she had hoped (D)  

Câu 29 Place of (A) living in the (B) city is more fastly (C) than that in (D) the countryside 

Câu 30 Are those (A) the best (B) beautiful (C) pictures you've (D) got ? 

V. Read the passage below and choose onen correct answer for each question  

Thien Mu pagoda was built on Ha Khe Hill, on the left bank of the Perfume River. According to the legend, 

Lord Nguyen Hoang, the founded of the Nguyuen dynasty, after being appointed to protect the southern 

land of the Gianh River, met an old lady in red who showed him a place to set up his headquarters in kim 

Long village. They were built there and a pagoda was also constructed on the hill where the lady had 

appeared, and was called Linh Mu (Propitous Lady) or Thien Mu ( Heavenly Lady) pagoda.  

The pagoda covers an area about 4 hectares. There are some note worthy works and objects of value such as 

the seven-tier Phuoc Duyen tower, which is 21.24 metres high. The bell in tower, called Dai Hong Chung, 

was cast in the 18
th

 century and was decorated with beautiful patterns. This is a beautiful and romantic 

pagoda which attracts deeply to all Hue's inhabitants  

Câu 31 Where is Thien Mu Pagoda situated ?   

a. left bank of the Perfume River  b. right bank of the Perume River   c.under a hill  d. on the top of a mountain  

Câu 32 Who was Lord Nguyen Hoang ? 

a. The builder of the pagoda  b. One of the Kings  

c. The guardian of Ha khue Hill  d. The founder of the Nguyen dynasty  

Câu 33 What colour were the old laday's clothes ? 

a. green  b. blue  c. red  d. brown  

Câu  34 Why are Thien Mu Pagado built there ? 

a. Because the old lady had appeared there.                      

b. Because is was near Kim Long Village  

c. Because the old lady ordered Nguyen Hoang to do it  

d. Because Nguyen Hoang didn't want to set up his headquarters there.  

Câu 35 When was the bell in the pagoda cast ? 

a. in the 19
th

 century          b. in the 17
th

 century             c. In the 16
th

 century         d. in the 18
th

 century  

 

Test 5 

I. Choose the word in each group that has the underlined part pronounded differently from the rest  

Câu 1 a.  sight                         b.  listen                         c.  start                          d.  music 

Câu 2 a. zoo                            b. zone                          c. seizure                       d. amaze           

Câu 3 a. ideas                          b. feelings                    c. thoughts                     d. dreams           

Câu 4 a. newspaper                 b. design                       c. season                        d. disagree  

Câu 5 a. noise                         b. promise                      c. sense                         d. purpose     

II. VI. Buildsentence from the words provided  

Câu 6 apologize / coming / he / me / for / late / telephoned / to // 

        He telephoned me to apologize for coming late. 

Câu 7 will / do / it / this / what / you / if / rains / afternoon// ? 

        What will you do if it rains this afternoon ?  

Câu 8 Job/ to / going / the / to / a /are / capital / you / find //? 

         Are you  going to the capital to find a job?  

Câu 9 why / do / Tam / listening / jazz / you / enjoys / to / know //? 
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         Do you know why Tam enjoy listening to jazz ?  

Câu 10 often / go / concert / how / your / to / do / the / family // ? 

         How often do your family go to the concert ? 

III. Choose the best anwser to complete each of the following sentences 
Câu 11 Language and music make humans different .........all other animals  

a. by                              b. from                          c. with                           d. of  

Câu 12 Music can be used to express one's ......... 

a. friendship                  b. friends                       c. befriend                     d. friendly  

Câu 13 Music plays a very important .......in our life  

a. section                       b. field                          c. part                            d. area  

Câu 14 Music adds ..........to the atmosphere of a festival  

a. happy                       b. sadness                       c. disappointment         d. joyfulness  

Câu 15 Folk music ..........babies to sleep  

a. makes                        b. wakes                        c. lets                            d. lulls  

Câu 16 Music is general and pop music in particular makes people ................. 

a. excited                       b. exciting                     c. excite                        d. excitement  

Câu 17 I listen to music ...........feel relaxed  

a. as so to                      b. so as not to                      c. so as for                    d. in order to  

Câu 18 "......... is your favourite Vietnamese singer ?" 

"Trong Tan and My Linh " 

a. Whom                       b. What                          c. Who                          d. Whose  

Câu 19 ".............do you like classical music?"  

" Because it helps me relax" 

a. How                          b. Why                          c. Which                        d. What  

Câu 20 We started early in order .........miss the first part of the correct  

a. not to                        b. to not                          c. for no                       d. no for  

Câu 22 .............was " Heal the world " written ? 

a. By who                      b. Who                          c. By whom                  d. Whom  

Câu 23 ...........is it from here to the threatre ? 

a. How                           b. How far                    c. How often                 d. How long  

Câu 24 I'm saving money ......... a cassette player. 

a. for buy                      b. buying                       c. in buying                   d. to buy  

Câu 25 " ......... are you learning Chinese for ?" 

" To sing Chinese songs." 

a. Why                          b. What                         c. How                           d. Which  

IV. There is a mistake in the four underlined parts of each sentence. Find the mistakes(A, B, C or D ) 

Câu 26 My brother is (A) studing hard (B) for (C) get scholarship (D) 

Câu 27 What does (A) your daughter practise (B) singing all (C) day to (D) ? 

Câu 28Do (A) you know (B) what kind of (C) music does Minh like (D)? 

Câu 29 Lam turned on (A) the radio in order (B) to listening (C) to the news (D) 

Câu 30Why we don't (A) go to the (B) cinema for (C) a change (D) tonight ? 

V. Read the passage below and choose one correct answer for each question  

Pop Music has always been influenced by other forms of music. An Important form is folk music.  

Folk songs are the songs composed and sung by country people. The songs may be hundreds of years old, so 

nobody knows who originally composed them. Modern music is often music for dancing. In Britain it was 

traditionally played with instrument like flute, accordion, etc. 

  In the 1950s and 1960s the people who wrote songs and played them with acoustic guitars were also folk 

singers. The songs were often "protest songs", complaining of bad things happening in society.  

Câu  31 Which form of music is pop music mainly influenced by ? 
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a. classical music         b. rock "n" roll               c. jazz                           d. folk music  

Câu  32 Who were folks songs composed by ? 

a. modern musicians         b. countryside people                 c. city people                d. old singers  

Câu 33 According to the passage, what is modern music often used for ? 

a. playing with guitars      b. dancing                  c. singing only             d. forming pop music  

Câu 34 In the 1950s, what did people play folk songs with ? 

a. flutes                        b. pianos                        c. drums                         d. guitars  

Câu 35 Why are folk songs called " protest songs"? 

a. Because nobody knows who originally composed them   b. Because they are hundreds of year old  

c. Because they are sung by country people?d. Because they complain about bad things happening in society  

 

Test 6 
I. Choose the word in each group that has the underlined part pronounded differently from the rest  

Câu 1 a.  enough                     b.  cough                       c.  though                       d.  rough 

Câu 2 a. photo                        b. orphan                        c. Stephen                     d. phone   

Câu 3 a. leaf                           b. safe                             c. of                               d. off  

Câu 4 a. prove                        b. above                         c. dove                         d. love       

II. VI. Read the passage below and choose one correct ansewer for each question  

Read the passage, then choose the correct answer. 

Cu Chi. is located at the threshold of Sai Gon and adjacent to the revolutionary base. Cu Chi played an 

important role in the two wars of resistance against the old and new colonial powers. Cu Chi was an 

'underground village' with its labyrinth of interlaced tunnels having a combined length of more than 200km. The 

main tunnel is 60 – 70 cm wide and 80 - 90 cm high. Above the tunnel is a layer of earth about 3m - 4m thick, 

enough to sustain the weight of 50-ton tanks or heavy artillery as well as the destruction of bomb§ up to 100kg. 

Although it is 
?
an underground communication network, the tunnel is enlarged here and there into rooms large 

enough to hold large meetings, a medical station or art performances. Those who had set foot in that tunnel 

network. should greatly admire the talent, determination and endurance of the communist guerillas. The soil in 

Cu Chi. was as hard as stone, but with such rudimentary handtools as hoes and shovels, they had dug and 

removed tens thousands of tons of earth and stone, and camouflaged the openings so well that nobody could 

find them. Many people
-
have called it a wonder of the 20th century. 

Câu 5. Where is Cu Chi situated? 

 a. At the entrance to Sai Gon. b. In Sai Gon. 

 c. On the way to a revolutionary base.  d. Near Cu Chi Tunnels 

Câu 6.  Cu Chi tunnel ............................ 

 a. is very wide and long. b. is a complicated network of winding passages. 

 c. has a thin layer of earth above. d. connects underground networks. 

Câu 7. The word 'them' in line 15 refer to .........................  

 a. the guerillas b. the tunnels c. the openings  d. earth and stone 

Câu  8. Which of the following sentences concerning Cu Chi Tunnel is not mentioned. 

 a. The tunnel is strong enough to support the destruction of bombardments.  

 b. There are meeting places in the tunnel. 

 c. The tunnel was dug by hand. 

 d. The openings of the tunnel were covered with bushes.  

Câu 9. People who visited Cu Chi Tunnel ....................  

 a. set foot in that tunnel network.                        b. was impressed by the work of the communist guerillas. 

     c. admired the complication of the tunnel network.       d. made it a wonder of the 20th century 

 

III. Choose the word with the same meaning as the underlined part  

Câu 10 I haven't been to the cinema for a decade 
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a. seven years               b. ten years                    c. twenty years             d. five years  

Câu 11 The number of people who went to see that film increased rapidly  

a. gradually                  b. uncontrollably            c. suddenly                  d. quickly  

Câu 12 In the early 1910s, audiences could enjoy the first long films  

a. used to                      b. were able to               c. were possible            d. ought to  

Câu 13 The film Titanic is about the sinking of a luxury liner 

a. boat                           b. ship                           c. submarine                  d. ferry  

Câu 14 My sister is terrified of spiders  

a. fond                         b. jealous                       c. proud                          d. frightened  

IV. Choose the best anwser to complete each of the following sentences 
Câu 15 I find horror films really ............. 

a. disgusted                  b. disgusting                  c. disgusts                     d. disgust  

Câu 16 There is ..........university in our town  

a. an                             b. the                              c. o                                d. a  

Câu 17 My son didn't go to the theatre .......he was 16 years old  

a. soon                          b. once                          c. untill                         d. after  

Câu 18 The movie on TV last night made me ........... 

a. boredom                   b. bored                         c. bore                           d. boring  

Câu 19 I was very disappointed ..........his behaviour  

a. at                              b. in                                c. with                          d. of  

Câu 20 We are really .......about going to the cinema tonight  

a. excited                      b. interested                   c. pleased                     d. amused  

Câu 21 I ........thrillers to action films  

a. like                            b. would rather             c. prefer                        d. enjoy  

Câu 22  It will take us ..........hour and .......half to watch this film  

a. an - an                       b. a - a                           c. a - an                         d. an - a  

Câu 23 It was not until 1915 ...... the cinema really became an industry  

a. that                            b. when                         c. while                         d. which  

Câu 24 The cinema changed completely at .........end of ......1920s 

a. the - o                      b. the - the                       c. an - the                     d. o - the  

Câu 25  My brother often finds .............. 

a. amusing at his job          b. his job amused          c. an amusement at his job   d. his job amusing  

Câu 26 I prefer watching detective films ............... 

a. to reading detective stories      b. more than detective stories 

c. than read detective stories   d. detective stories  

Câu 27.......... 1999 that he began to learn English  

a. Not until later  b. It was not until  c. Not until  d. It's until  

V. There is a mistake in the four underlined parts of each sentence. Find the mistakes (A, B. C or D ) 

Câu 28 It was not (A) until the teacher came that (B) the students didn't stop (C) talking (D) 

Câu 29 There is no (A) doubt that (B) he is a (C) honest person (D) 

Câu 30 Don't (A) you get (B) tired with (C) playing games every (D) night ? 

Câu 31 My brother (A) prefers science (B) fiction films than (C) horrors ones (D) 

Câu 32 It was surprised (A) to see my old friends (B) again after (C) a long time (D)  

Rewrite these sentences without changing their meaning by using "It was not until .....that.....": 

Câu 38. . The students didn't stop chatting until their teacher came. 

           It was not until their teacher came that the students  stopped chatting  

VI. Make question for the underlined words: (Đặt câu hỏi cho những từ gạch chân bên dưới) 

Câu 39.. He left for Ho Chi Minh City last week.  

         When did he left for Ho Chi Minh City? 
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Câu 40 30. My favourite musician is Beethoven.  

         .Who is your favourite musician ? 

Test 7 

I. Choose the word in each group that has the underlined part pronounded differently from the rest  

Câu 1 a.  region         b.  goal              c.  game                       d.  together 

Câu 2 a. school        b. chemist     c. champion                d. character    

Câu 3 a. score            b. captain          c. certain                     d. cup       

Câu 4 a. kick     b. ticket      c. knee                 d. week  

Câu 5 a. giant       b. again               c. origin                 d. apology  

II.Rewrite each of the following sentences as directed:  

Câu 6. I didn't know how to ride a bicycle until I was 5. 

         It was not until I was 5 that I  knew how to ride a bicycle  

Câu 7. He wanted to give her a nice surprise, so he brought her a big bunch of roses. (sö dông côm tõ chØ môc    

®Ých)  He brought her a big bunch of roses to give her a nice surprise 

Câu 8..  She is working hard. She wants to pass the coming exam. (sö dông côm tõ chØ môc ®Ých) 

          She is working hard to pass the coming exam.  

Câu  9 you / visit / grandparents / weekend / are / to / your / next / going // ?(hoàn thành câu) 

          Are you going to visit your grandparents next weekend? 

Câu 10 meet / you / the / half / we / outside / stadium / an / will / in / hour //(hoàn thành câu) 

III. Choose the best answer to complete each of the following sentences.  

Câu 11 The international football ............. is held every four years  

a. tournament  b. match  c. game  d. contest  

Câu 12 I'm turning the cupboard into a darkroom. I  .........my own films  

a. develop  b. is developing  c. is going to develop    d. will develop  

Câu 13 FIFA was ..... in 1904 in England  

a. set up  b. put up  c. put off  d. set off  

Câu 14 " Van is hospital". - Yes, I know. I ..........her tomorrow  

a. will visiting  b. go to visit  c. am going to visit  d. will visit  

Câu 15 That bag looks heavy. I .........you with it  

a. am going to help       b. am helping      c. help                         d. will help  

Câu 16 Germany was the .........nation of the 2006 World Cup final 

a. held  b. host  c. house  d. hold  

Câu 17 Uraguay .......... Argentia in the final match of the first World Cup  

a. passed  b. defeated  c. wined  d. managed   

Câu 18 I think Tam .........the job. She has a lot of experience. 

a. is going to get  b. gets  c. will get  d. is getting  

Câu 19 France won Brazil .........3..........0 in the final match of the 1998 World Cup  

a. to - by  b. by - by  c. to - to  d. by - to  

Câu 20 Brazil became the first team to ......the trophy five times  

a. win  b. succeed  c. beat  d. bite   

Câu 21 World Cup is considered the most ..... sporting event in the world  

a. interest  b. liking  c. popular  d. favourite  

Câu 22 Pele' participated ...... three World Cup  

a. with  b. at  c. for  d. in  

Câu 23 The 13th World Cup was ...... in Mexico in 1986 

a. put  b. placed  c. set  d. held  

Câu 24 Mai and I have decided to have a party. We ..... lots of people  

a. have invited  b. will invite  c. are going to invite  d. are inviting  

Câu 25 " I'm catching the 7.00 train".       " So am I. I ....... you a lift to the station".  
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a. am going to give  b. am giving  c. shall give  d. will give  

IV. There is a mistake in the four underlined parts of each sentence. Find the mistake (A, B, C, or D) 

Câu 26 I have invited (A) Tom to the party but (B) I don't (C) think he is coming (D) 

Câu 27 There are (A) a lot of (B) black clouds in the sky(C) . It will rain (D) 

Câu 28 You look tired (A) . I am getting (B) something for (C) you to drink (D) 

Câu 29 Pele' was (A) famous with (B) his powerful kicking (C) and controlling (D)  the ball  

Câu 30 In the (A) 17
th

 World Cup, the final (B) match was among (C) Brazil and (D) Germany 

V. Read the passage carefully, then choose the correct answers. 

No other sporting event captures the world's imagination like the FIFA World Cup. Ever since the first 

tentative competition in Uruguay in 1930, FIFA's flagship has constantly grown in popularity and prestige. 

A group of visionary French football administrators, led in the 1920s by the innovative Jules Rimet, are 

credited with the original idea of bringing the world's stron
g
est national football teams together to compete for 

the title of World Champions. The original 
g
old trophy bore Jules Rimet's name and was contested three times 

in the 1930s, before the Second World War put a 12-year stop to the competition: 

When it resumed, the FIFA World Cup rapidly advanced to its undisputed status as the greatest single 

sporting event of the modern world. Held since 1958 alternately in Europe and the Americas, the World Cup 

broke new ground with the Executive Committee's decision in May 1996 to select Korea and Japan as co-hosts 

for the 2002 edition. 

Today, the FIFA World Cup holds the entire global public under its spell. An accumulated audience of 

over 37 billion people watched the France 98 tournament, including approximately 1.3 billion for the final 

alone, while over 2.7 million people flocked to watch the 64 matches in the French stadia. 

After all these years and so many changes, however, the main focus of the FIFA World Cup remains the 

same the glistening golden trophy, which is the embodiment of every footballer's ambition. 

Câu 31  . The first World Cup tournament was held in ...........  

 a. 1920 b. 1930 c. 1958 d. 1996 

Câu 32 Who are believed to be responsible for the ........ idea of competing for the title of World Champions? 

a. Jules Rimet.      b. French football administrators.    c. The FIFA.         d. The Executive Committee. 

Câu 33 The FIFA World Cup ............. 

a. bore Jules Rimet's name. b. was held three times in the 1930. 

c. resumed in 1958.                                       d. was halted by the outbreak of the war. 

Câu 34 The 2002 World Cup ............ 

a. was the first World Cup held in Asia.                      b. was decided in May 1996.  

c. was held in Japan                                                              d. broke a new ground. 

Câu 35 Which of the following is not true? 

a. The golden trophy represents footballer's ambition. 

b. The FIFA World Cup is the greatest sporting event in the world. 

c. The 2002 World Cup was held jointly by Korea and Japan. 

d. The focus of the FIFA World Cup has changed little since the first comepetition was held in 1930. 
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